Summary: Agenda for the meeting on June 1, 2006

June 1, 2006

Strategic Planning

UCInet Faculty Survey Results

- Review findings and discuss what they mean to future OIT efforts

UCI Strategic Planning and OIT

- Discuss steps OIT should take in support of the UCI strategic plan

UC Information Technology Guidance Committee (ITGC)

- Overview, update on ITGC meetings and efforts thus far
- Discuss mechanisms for gathering feedback at UCI to contribute to the ITGC effort and how this might benefit UCI IT planning
- React to ideas for system-wide efforts generated thus far and discuss any immediate input the OIT FAC has to contribute to the ITGC

UCI Strawman Research “Cyberinfrastructure” Plans

- Share and discuss future plans to enhance research computing services

Other Topics

UCI Network Server Registration

- Review plans to protect desktop computers from external access by registering servers and services and blocking access to all other devices
- Discuss goal campus-wide implementation of January 15, 2007

Quick Mentions

- Email service problems, solutions and enhancements

Other items as suggested by the committee